Add right-hand filling to make it flow along.

Softly, I will leave you softly.

For my heart would break if you should wake and see me go.
So I leave you softly.

Long before you miss me, long before your
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open D

and again

GΔ7

C#Δ7

F#m7

Bm7

Use right hand roll here

arms can beg me stay for one more hour.

open Em7

open A7/6

Fill chord

B

G#m

C#m

F#6


or one more day.

After all the

Fill chord

B

D#Δ7

E

E

F#7

D#Δ7

years

I can't bear the

BRIDGE:

G#m

G#m7

EΔ7

tears to fall

so
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"Softly, as I leave you..."

"There..."

"Modulation..."

"Softly..."

"Long before you..."

"Kiss me..."
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Please remember to fill with the right hand.

Procede as in [measure 18-24] but one fret higher:

Fill chord
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Tears to fall so softly

As I leave you there

As I leave you there.